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We propose a biologically realistic neural network that com- 
putes coordinate transformations for the command of arm 
reaching movements in 3-D space. This model is consistent 
with anatomical and physiological data on the cortical areas 
involved in the command of these movements. Studies of 
the neuronal activity in the motor (Georgopoulos et al., 1988; 
Schwartz et al., 1988; Caminiti et al., 1990a) and premotor 
(Caminiti et al., 1990b, 1991) cortices of behaving monkeys 
have shown that the activity of individual arm-related neu- 
rons is broadly tuned around a preferred direction of move- 
ments in 3-D space. Recent data demonstrate that in both 
frontal areas (Caminiti et al., 1990a,b, 1991) these cell pre- 
ferred directions rotate with the initial position of the arm. 
Furthermore, the rotation of the population of preferred di- 
rections precisely corresponds to the rotation of the arm in 
space. 
The neural network model computes the motor command 
by combining the visual information about movement trajec- 
tory with the kinesthetic information concerning the orien- 
tation of the arm in space. The appropriate combination, 
learned by the network from spontaneous movement, can 
be approximated by a bilinear operation that can be inter- 
preted as a projection of the visual information on a refer- 
ence frame that rotates with the arm. This bilinear combi- 
nation implies that neural circuits converging on a single 
neuron in the motor and premotor cortices can learn and 
generalize the appropriate command in a 2-D subspace but 
not in the whole 3-D space. However, the uniform distribution 
of cell preferred directions in these frontal areas can explain 
the computation of the correct solution by a population of 
cortical neurons. The model is consistent with the existing 
neurophysiological data and predicts how visual and so- 
matic information can be combined in the different process- 
ing steps of the visuomotor transformation subserving visual 
reaching. 
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Adaptive sensorimotor behaviors are generated by neural in- 
teractions occurring in different parts of the brain and linked to 
different sensory and motor reference frames (Paillard, 1990). 
These internal interactions can be viewed as “coordinate trans- 
formations” between the corresponding frames of reference. For 
example, to perform reaching movements toward visual targets, 
the cortex must transform the visual information related to 
target location and the proprioceptive inputs concerning the arm 
position in space (both representing the “desired trajectory”) 
into an appropriate motor command. The central representa- 
tions of such visuomotor transformations, as well as the coor- 
dinate systems used by the cortex to represent planning and 
execution of arm movements toward visual targets, are matters 
of intense research. It has been proposed that, when a reaching 
movement is made toward a visual target, the initial motor 
planning occurs in the external coordinates of the physical world, 
encoding for example the hand trajectory in space (Morasso, 
1981; Abend et al., 1982, Hogan, 1985, 1988; Hollerbach and 
Atkeson, 1987). A coordinate transformation from this Car- 
tesian reference frame to muscle torques (inverse kinematics 
and dynamics) is then necessary to bring the hand to the desired 
position in space. Several intermediate steps can be described 
for this transformation. For example, during multiarticular mo- 
tion in space, there is a constant relationship between joint 
angular velocities that suggests a coding of arm movement in 
terms of joint variables (Soechting and Lacquaniti, 198 1; Lac- 
quaniti and Soechting, 1982; Soechting and Terzuolo, 1988; see 
also Soechting and Flanders, 1989a,b). 
At the neurophysiological level, many studies on arm move- 
ment direction toward visual targets have shown that neural 
activity in the motor (Georgopoulos et al., 1982, 1986; Schwartz 
et al., 1988; Kalaska et al., 1989; Caminiti et al., 1990a), pre- 
motor (Caminiti et al., 1990b, 199 l), and parietal cortices (Ka- 
laska et al., 1983, 1990) is broadly tuned around a particular 
direction of movement, the “cell’s preferred direction.” These 
results raise questions concerning the role of frontal and parietal 
cortices in the transformation from extrinsic into intrinsic co- 
ordinates, for the direction of movement could indeed be en- 
coded within either an extrinsic extrapersonal coordinate system 
(direction of movement in space), an intrinsic corporeal frame 
of reference (patterns of muscle activity or joint variables), or 
both combined. In order to address this question, an experi- 
mental paradigm was designed (Caminiti et al., 1990a, 1991) 
to achieve a dissociation between movement trajectory direc- 
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tions and underlying patterns of muscle activity and joint angles 
(i.e., between extrinsic frames of reference and intrinsic ones). 
In these studies, the monkey was required to perform arm move- 
ments of parallel directions within different parts of the extra- 
personal space. The results showed that, in both motor and 
premotor cortices, the cells preferred direction changed with the 
initial position of the arm and that the global population of cell 
preferred directions had invariant properties in an arm-centered 
reference frame. 
These neurophysiological results strongly suggest that cortical 
circuits compute the appropriate motor command by projecting 
the “visual” information about the target location on a reference 
frame rotating with the arm. In this respect, the frontal areas 
seem to possess an internal representation of space where coding 
of hand trajectory would occur within a coordinate system cen- 
tered on the shoulder joint. Any time the arm moves to bring 
the hand to a desired location of the work space, the frame of 
reference is reset to the new coordinates of the shoulder joint. 
These quantitative data on neuronal activities provide an insight 
into the computation performed by the cortex for visuomotor 
coordinate transformation. 
Understanding these cortical operations can now be ap- 
proached by modeling, since quantitative experimental results 
can provide strong constraints to be used for the design of mod- 
els. Several models have been proposed for the learning of arm 
kinematics and dynamics, each one focusing on different specific 
aspects of the movement. The internal operations performed 
by the nervous system to command arm movements can indeed 
be modeled, as in robotics, by an explicit computation of the 
torque changes from the desired trajectory. A multilayer neural 
network can learn this computation, using an error signal that 
is the motor correction command (Kawato et al., 1987, 1990). 
A decomposition of intermediate computational steps has been 
proposed in direct relation with several parts of the nervous 
system and based upon anatomical and physiological data (Ar- 
bib, 198 1; Bullock and Grossberg, 1988; Kawato et al., 1990). 
More generally, it is important to mention models of coordinate 
transformations, from retinal to head-centered coordinate sys- 
tems, since these transformations could be generalized to vi- 
sually guided arm reaching movements. A simple network can 
learn to combine the visual input on the retina and the position 
of the eye in the orbit in order to produce an output that is 
constant in an head-centered reference frame (Zipser and An- 
dersen, 1988). In this latter study, units in the “hidden layers” 
of the designed network showed receptive field structures and 
gating properties similar to those of neurons recorded in the 
area 7a (Andersen and Mountcastle, 1983; Andersen et al., 1987). 
Computation of an invariant representation of visual targets in 
head-centered coordinates can also be learned by networks with 
units directly performing bilinear combinations of propriocep- 
tive and visual information (Kuperstein, 1988b). The appro- 
priate sensory-motor transformations can be learned from the 
correlation, or “self-consistency,” of sensory signals produced 
by spontaneous movements (Kuperstein, 1988a). 
The aim of this article is, while focusing on the computation 
of visuomotor transformations in the initial ballistic phase of 
the reaching movement, to propose a simple neural network 
model performing a computation that fits the neuronal activities 
observed in motor and premotor cortices during 3-D arm reach- 
ing (Caminiti et al., 1990a,b, 199 1). For this purpose, we have 
imposed three major constraints on this model. First, the global 
processing of the whole population of units must perform a 
transformation from visual into motor coordinates in order to 
produce the command orienting the movement toward the tar- 
get, whatever the initial position of the arm. Second, the op- 
erations and learning properties of these basic processing units 
should model the functions of the basic neuronal circuit of the 
cerebral cortex (for discussion, see Mountcastle, 1978). Third, 
processing units should behave as neurons in the cortical areas 
involved in arm reaching movements, as premotor and motor 
cortices. In the following section, we will first detail these rel- 
evant neurophysiological data. 
I. Cortical Cell Activity and Arm Reaching 
Movements in 3-D Space: Neurophysiological 
Results 
The experiments performed by Caminiti et al. (1990a,b, 199 l), 
while quantifying the relations between neural activity and di- 
rection of arm movements toward visual targets in 3-D space, 
Figure I. Neurophysiological results [reproduced with permission from Caminiti et al. (1990a,b, 1991)]. A, The animal sat on a primate chair 25 
cm away from the apparatus. B, Within any one part (left, center, right) of the work space, the animals made arm movements in eight different 
directions (arrows), starting from a common central position (solid dots), toward targets located at the vertices of an imaginary cube. Across the 
work space, animals made eight triplets of movements of parallel directions (l-l l-21, 2-12-22, 3-13-23, etc.). Numbers indicate directions of 
movement. C, Rasters of impulse activity of a premotor cortical cell studied while the monkey was performing the task. Five replications for every 
movement direction were aligned to the movement onset (M). T indicates target presentation. Longer vertical bars indicate, from left to right, 
beginning of the trial, target onset, movement onset, beginning and end of target holding time. Numbers on the vertical axes indicate directions of 
movement, as labeled in B. Notice the changes in firing frequency as movements of similar directions (e.g., l-l l-21, 2-12-22, etc.) were made 
within different parts of space. D, Spatial orientation of a cell’s preferred direction computed from cell activity collected while the animal was 
working on the left, center, and right parts of the work space. Notice the rotation in space of the preferred direction vector (PD). E, Plots of the 
rotation of premotor cortical cell preferred directions in the task. Each red line indicates the trajectory followed by a cell’s preferred direction vector, 
with the tail (darkest part) indicating the position of the vector when the animal worked in the left part of space and the head (lightest part) its 
position when the animal performed the task in the right part of the work space. Brighter vectors correspond to preferred directions lying in the 
part of space nearer to the observer. F, Plots of the rotation of motor cortical cell preferred directions. Conventions are as in E. Notice that in 
both premotor and motor cortices the dominant rotation of cell preferred directions occurs around the z-axis, that is, in the horizontal plane, which 
is also the plane in which the monkey’s arm rotates most to perform the task. G, Neuronal movement population vectors computed from cell 
activity in the premotor cortex. Colored vectors indicate population vectors from left bellow), center (red), and right (blue) parts of the work space. 
Population vectors from the three parts of the work space have been superimposed to a single cube and normalized to unit length to facilitate 
comparison of population vectors for “parallel” movement directions. Thus, for example, the three vectors pointing to the lower left represent the 
population vectors for movement directions 3 bellow), 13 (red), and 23 (blue). The axes correspond to the x, y, and z axes of A. H, Neuronal 
movement population vectors computed from cell activity in the motor cortex. Conventions are as in G. Notice how in both premotor and motor 
cortices the movement population vectors did not change significantly their spatial orientation as movements of similar direction were performed 
across the work space. 
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were designed to assess the coordinate system used by the ce- 
rebral cortex to code arm movement direction. In the experi- 
mental paradigm, neuronal activities were recorded in the shoul- 
der zone of the motor (area 4) and premotor (area 6) cortices 
while monkeys performed arm reaching movements. These 
movements were made from a given initial position of the arm 
to a visual target determined at each trial by a conditioning 
program (Fig. 1A). These trajectories followed eight possible 
directions that could be performed in three different parts of 
the work space, due to three initial positions of the arm (as in 
three adjacent imaginary cubes). The recordings of movement 
trajectory showed that the hand traveled along approximately 
parallel paths in the three parts of the work space. A qualitative 
analysis for each recorded neuron determined its relation with 
shoulder joint movements and the presence and quality of pas- 
sive inputs from skin, deep tissues, muscles, and joints. Only 
those cells related to movements at the shoulder joint were 
selected for quantitative studies. The following summarizes the 
results of these studies. 
Directional properties of cortical neurons 
In each of the three parts of the work space tested, cell activity 
in the premotor cortex varies in an orderly fashion with the 
direction of movement (Fig. lc). This figure shows that, for a 
constant initial position of the arm, there is a particular move- 
ment direction for which the cell discharge frequency is maxi- 
mal, namely the “cell’s preferred direction” (see also Georgo- 
poulos et al., 1982, 1985; Schwartz et al., 1988; Kalaska et al., 
1989; Caminiti et al., 1990a). The neuronal activity for move- 
ments in other directions can be predicted by the cosine of the 
angle between these movement directions and the preferred one. 
In the premotor cortex, most arm-related cells are directionally 
tuned and follow this model. Similar results had been previously 
obtained in the motor cortex (Georgopoulos et al., 1982; Schwartz 
et al., 1988; Kalaska et al., 1989; Caminiti et al., 1990a) and in 
the parietal cortex (area 5; Kalaska et al., 1983, 1990) as well. 
Uniform distribution of cell preferred directions 
The spatial distribution of cell preferred directions in motor and 
premotor cortices was examined in each part of the work space. 
The set of preferred directions, expressed as vectors of unit 
length with origin at the origin of the movement, covered the 
entire 3-D continuum. This distribution was uniform in each 
of the three parts of the work space (see also Schwartz et al., 
1988, for data on motor cortex). 
Shift of cell preferred direction with the initial position of the 
arm 
When the initial position of the arm was changed, the orientation 
of the individual cell preferred direction rotated in space, as 
shown in Figure 1D. To quantify the rotation of the whole set 
of preferred directions in both motor and premotor cortices, a 
spherical regression analysis (Jupp and Mardia, 1980) was per- 
formed between preferred direction vectors from the three parts 
of the work space. Although these shifts of cell preferred direc- 
tions were different for different cells, at the population level, 
they resulted in an overall rotation (Fig. lE,fl that exactly pre- 
dicted the rotation of the shoulder joint necessary to bring the 
hand within the three different parts of space. 
These analyses on cell preferred directions were performed 
during an “experimental time,” comprising both “reaction time” 
(from target onset to movement onset) and “movement time.” 
The spherical regression analysis showed that the angles of ro- 
tation of the population of preferred directions were similar 
during reaction and movement time, suggesting that this rota- 
tion is an expression of a central motor process exhibiting sig- 
nificant congruence between planning and execution. Further- 
more, these results suggest that the rotation of cell preferred 
directions is not the result of a feedback loop reflecting the 
execution of the movement. 
Population code 
The broad relationship between cell activity and direction of 
movement has led to the concept that the direction ofmovement 
can be predicted by a neuronal population and, more precisely, 
by the computation of a “neuronal movement population vec- 
tor” (Georgopoulos et al., 1983, 1986, 1988). The population 
vector is the vectorial sum of the contributions made by each 
individual neuron along its preferred direction: in the motor 
(Georgopoulos et al., 1983, 1986, 1988; Kalaska et al., 1989; 
Caminiti et al., 1990a), premotor (Caminiti et al., 1990b, 199 l), 
and parietal (Kalaska et al., 1983, 1990) cortices and in the 
cerebellum (Fortier et al., 1989) as well, the direction of the 
effective movement of the arm can in fact be predicted by a 
population of neurons, summing their preferred direction vec- 
tors weighted by their own activities. 
Constancy in orientation of the population vector for parallel 
directions of movement 
When movements were made in parallel directions in the three 
different parts of the work space, in both premotor (Fig. 1H) 
and motor (Fig. 1G) cortices, there was no significant rotation 
of the neuronal movement population vector. Thus, the pop- 
ulation vector accurately predicts the movement direction, even 
if the preferred direction of individual cells changes with the 
initial position of the arm. 
Influence of arm position on cell activities 
Previous studies (Georgopoulos et al., 1984) showed that when 
a monkey holds its hand at various positions in 2-D space, the 
activity of neurons in motor cortex and in parietal area 5 varies 
in a linear fashion with the position of the hand in space. Such 
positional effects have recently been described in the motor 
(Kettner et al., 1988; Caminiti et al., 199 1) and in the premotor 
cortices (Caminiti et al., 199 1) by using a 3-D task. These results 
indicate that a signal concerning the spatial position and ori- 
entation of the arm influences motor, premotor, and parietal 
cortical activity. 
Coding of direction versus final position 
Since in these experiments direction of movement and end point 
were confounded, an experimental paradigm was used in which 
the monkeys performed movements with different origins and 
directions but converging to a common end point. The results 
showed that cell activities in premotor (Caminiti et al., 1991) 
motor (Georgopoulos et al., 1985; Caminiti et al., 1991) and 
parietal cortices (Georgopoulos et al., 1985) were related to the 
direction of movement and not to the movement end point. 
II. Cortical Cell Activity and Arm Reaching 
Movements in 3-D Space: Computational Model 
A. Representations of inputs and outputs 
The experimental results suggest a simple model of the com- 
putation performed by the cerebral cortex to relate the sensory 
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inputs to the motor command. The model is based on several 
assessments on the coding of input and output information that 
are also compatible with other data available in the literature. 
Motor command. A corticospinal neuron, at least in the motor 
cortex, projects to several pools of motoneurons and can thus 
command synergistic contractions of muscles. Furthermore, 
during arm reaching movements, the activity of cortical neurons 
is maximal along a preferred direction of movement in space 
(for a given initial position of the arm). 
We use a simple model of the motor command that is com- 
patible with these two sets of results: small groups of cortical 
neurons that are together strongly active (including shoulder- 
and elbow-related cells) command the activation of a subset of 
motoneurons (projecting to different muscles) resulting in an 
elementary arm and forearm displacement that is a 3-D vector 
applied to the hand. We call “synergy vector” this effect of an 
elementary cortical command on the arm and hand position. It 
corresponds in fact to a sum of vectors, whose orientations 
correspond to individual muscle axes (relative to the joint) and 
whose magnitudes are weighted by the amount of muscle con- 
traction. This vector changes with the initial position of the arm 
in space (i.e., with the initial position of the shoulder and the 
initial position of the elbow). For a given position of the arm, 
the synergy vector of a cell is collinear with the cell’s “preferred 
direction” that is experimentally analyzed. 
Activities of neurons in the cortex before the onset of a reach- 
ing movement reflect the result of the computation performed 
by cortical circuits to command the trajectory of the hand in 
space; the activity of a neuron can thus be interpreted as the 
prediction made by the cortical circuits projecting to this neuron 
that its synergy vector points in the direction of the desired 
trajectory, taking into account the initial position of the arm. 
The more the cell is active, the more the direction ofthe effective 
trajectory ofthe hand in space will be close to the synergy vector. 
Visual and somatic information. In order to perform the ap- 
propriate motor command, the cortical network must combine 
two types of information, one about the desired trajectory (or 
target location) and the other one concerning the initial position 
of the arm. The first type of information, containing the rep- 
resentation of the direction of the movement to be performed, 
is acquired through visual channels. The visual pathways can 
provide the position of the hand in a retinotopic space: when 
the eyes fixate the target, this information corresponds to a 
vector that expresses the initial position ofthe hand with respect 
to the target. In parallel, oculomotor and proprioceptive signals 
can give an information about the angle of gaze providing the 
position of the target with respect to the body. 
The second information, signaling for the current position of 
the arm segments relative to the body, may come from motor 
and/or somatic sources. An important source is muscle spindle 
activity, which depends upon both central command and muscle 
stretch. Another source could be, at the central level, efferent 
copies of recently performed motor operations. Where, within 
the distributed motor system, the combination of these visual 
and somatic inputs occurs is not known. However, the data 
presented at the level of the primary motor and premotor cor- 
tices can be interpreted as the result of this combination. 
Vectorial representation of inputs and outputs. In order to 
quantify the visuomotor transformation, we represent by 3-D 
vectors the visual, somatic, and motor information that describe 
the monkey’s environment and behavior in the experimental 
setup. The visual input is represented by a “visual” vector V, 
which is the vector between the two lights, one signaling for the 
initial position of the arm and the other one for the target. The 
somatic input is represented by an “arm position” vector P, 
which describes the initial position of the arm. The motor output 
is represented by its vectorial effect, that is, the “hand trajectory” 
vector Seff, which is the vector representing the effective trajec- 
tory of the hand in space. Since we are interested in the cortical 
computation that occurs before the onset of movement, we only 
consider these vectors during the ballistic phase of the move- 
ment, which is the result of the initial motor command, before 
any possible correction from sensory feedback loops. 
Neuronal activity in the cortex is quantified by the cell firing 
frequencies across the population of cortical neurons. A cortical 
neuron “(Y” in the motor cortex has a firing frequency at each 
time A,(t), and this output activity commands a synergistic con- 
traction of muscles (the “synergy vector”), in a direction S. 
This vectorial output depends upon the initial arm position 
vector P, and the cortical activity A,, is thus considered to pro- 
duce an overall effect S(P) on the hand trajectory. The effective 
trajectory Seff results from the summed effects of all the synergy 
vectors of the cortical cells weighted by their own activities. 
B. Rules: predictions of experimental results 
The computation which is performed by the cerebral cortex in 
order to command the appropriate movement of the arm toward 
the visual target can be expressed by two simple rules, mathe- 
matically represented in Table 1. These two rules allow the 
prediction of the neuronal activities in the motor and premotor 
cortices before the onset of movement. 
Rule I: The activity of a neuron in motor andpremotor cortices, 
before the onset of an arm reaching movement toward a visual 
target, is the result ofa bilinear combination of visual andsomatic 
vectorial information. 
Rule II: Considering that the activity of individual cells in 
motor and premotor cortices produces an elementary motor 
command that moves the hand in a specific direction for a given 
arm position, namely, the synergy vector, the whole population 
of synergy vectors has a uniform distribution in 3-D space. 
1. The first rule predicts the activation (A,) of a cortical neuron 
(CX) during the initial ballistic phase of the movement as the 
result of a bilinear combination of two vectors that represent, 
respectively, the visual information on the desired trajectory 
(V) and the somatic information on the initial position of the 
arm (P). The coefficients of this bilinear combination (matrix 
M,,) are specific to each cell (a!). This rule predicts all the ex- 
perimental results on single neuronal activities: 
The cell activity is maximal for a “preferred direction” of 
movement that depends upon the initial arm position (Table 1: 
Eq. I-1 deduced from Rule I). The bilinear operation shows 
that (1) when the different possible trajectories of the hand are 
performed from the same initial position (P constant) the cell 
activity is maximal for a “preferred direction” Dm in 3-D space 
and (2) this cell’s preferred direction changes with the initial 
position of the arm. This preferred direction is collinear with 
the vectorial effect of the synergistic contraction of muscles com- 
manded by this cortical neuron, that is, to the synergy vector 
Se(P). 
At any time andfor each “synergy” unit, the neuronal activity 
is broadly tuned around a preferred direction of movement and 
is equivalent to the projection of the movement trajectory on its 
preferred direction (Eq. 1-2 deduced from Rule I and Eq. 1-I). 
For a constant initial position of the arm, the bilinear operation 
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Table 1. Prediction of experimental results 
Rule I: The activity A, of a cortical cell o( is a bilinear combination of a somatic 
input vector P and a visual input vector V: 
Rule II: The distribution of cell preferred directions Se is uniform in 3-D space. 
Therefore, any vector X can be simply defined by: 
l-l. For an initial position of the arm P, the cell activity is maximal in a “preferred 
direction” Da: 
l-2. Cell activity A, is predicted by the projection of the effective trajectory of the 
hand Seff on the cell preferred direction S-(P): 
l-3. The cell preferred direction changes (from Sa to Sla) with the arm position (rotation 
W 
A, = k P*.k’*V 
X = 3/n Z (X*5+)* 
Da(P) = k+(P) = k’M,P 
A, = /cS~(P)*S,~, since S,, = V 
S’a = ‘M,H,M,!+ 
l-4. Preferred directions can rotate as the arm in 2-D subspaces [planes defined by 
P and S(P)]: S’” = H,S- 
1-5. The whole population of preferred directions rotates like the arm. For two 
vectors (Sal, Sm2) symmetrical with respect to the plane of rotation of the initial 
position of the arm: (S’e’ + S’a2) = H, (9 + F) 
l-6. The pdpulation vector S,,, matches the hand trajectory S,,: S,, = I: A&+(P) 
From Eq. l-2 and Rule II, s,, = 3/n B (Se&$ Sa = ks,, 
Table 1 shows that the experimental results can be predicted from two fundamental rules (Rule I and Rule II) that summarize the 
cortical computation necessary to command arm movements in 3-D space. A, is the output activity of a synergy unit a, V is a 3-D 
vector representing the “visual” information on the desired trajectory, and P represents the 3-D vector representing the “somatic” 
information on the arm position. Seff is the effective trajectory of the arm, and H, represents the rotation of the initial position of 
the arm; M, is a 3 x 3 matrix of coefficients of the bilinear combination that is specific to the unit 0~; S” is the synergy vector of 
the unit LY, and Da is its preferred direction of movement; S,,, represents the population vector, summing all the vectors of the 
synergy units weighted by their own activities; X represents any 3-D vector. 
In order to simplify notations, we have used the following conventions: 
-vectors and matrix are in bold characters. 
-the transpose of matrices M, is denoted ‘M,. 
-inner product between two vectors X and Y is denoted X*Y (transposition of X is implicit). 
-a vector X in 3-D space is denoted X while its internal representation in an n-D space is denoted “X. 
-in a similar way, M, is a 3 x 3 matrix and “M, an n x n matrix. 
-the constant “k” represents a scaling factor (its value may be different in the different equations). 
becomes linear. Since in the task, the effective trajectory Seff is 
collinear to the vector between two lights V, the neuronal ac- 
tivity A, is predicted by the projection of the effective trajectory 
S,, on the “preferred direction” Da(P) specific to the cell a. 
Therefore, due to the collinearity between the preferred direc- 
tion Da(P) and the synergy vector S-(P), we can say that the 
neuronal activity can be predicted by the projection of the arm 
trajectory V on the synergy vector F+(P). 
For an individual neuron, the preferred direction changes in 
an orderly way with the initial position of the arm within a 
subregion of the work space (Eq. I-3 deduced from Eq. I-l). In 
a subregion of the work space, the relation between the synergy 
vector and the somatic vector is a linear dependency M,, specific 
for each cell CL Indeed, when the arm rotates (expressed by a 
rotation H, between two arm positions), the preferred direction 
changes (from Sa to S’=); this change is obtained by a product 
of three linear operations that are not commutative in 3-D space 
and does not necessarily match the rotation in 3-D space of the 
initial position of the arm. This is consistent with experimental 
data indicating that individual cell preferred direction vectors 
do not necessarily parallel the rotation of the arm. 
For each cell, there exist 2-D subregions where the preferred 
direction rotates exactly as the arm (Table 1: Eq. 1-4 from Eq. 
l-3). When the arm moves in the direction of a given synergy 
vector 9, the angle between the synergy vector and the arm 
position is constant, and the cell preferred direction rotates ex- 
actly as the arm. In these subspaces, the linear relation M, 
between the synergy vector and the somatic vector is a rotation. 
Since this rotation and the rotation of the arm have a common 
axis, they are commutative and the general formula that gives 
the shift of the cell preferred direction in 3-D space (Eq. l-3) is 
simplified (Eq. l-4): in these 2-D subspaces, the cell preferred 
direction rotates the same way as the arm. The motor command 
is unchanged if the initial position of the arm and the desired 
trajectory are rotating in the same way. 
Thus, the model predicts that the preferred direction of a 
single neuron in the motor and premotor cortices will rotate 
like the arm only within a specific 2-D subspace and not in the 
whole 3-D space. 
2. The second rule, which expresses that the distribution of 
the synergy vectors Sa is uniform, is in accordance with the 
experimental results that show that the distribution of cell pre- 
ferred directions is uniform in the 3-D space for each initial 
position of the arm. In other words, for any initial position of 
the arm, sets of cortical cells can produce all the possible com- 
binations of muscular contractions, resulting in a uniform sam- 
pling of movement directions in 3-D space. This second rule 
allows the prediction of the experimental results at the level of 
the population of neurons. 
The whole population of preferred directions rotates like the 
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initial arm position (Table 1: Eq. l-5). The uniform distribution 
of cell preferred directions results in an important property of 
symmetry with respect to any plane. When the arm rotates in 
a given plane, the distribution of preferred directions S= can be 
partitioned in doublets (cul, cy2) with two preferred directions 
[S’(P), Sa2(P)] symmetrical with respect to this plane: due to 
the symmetry, the vectorial sum of these two preferred direc- 
tions belongs to the plane in which the arm rotates and, con- 
sequently, rotates like the arm. Therefore, the global rotation 
of the whole population of preferred directions parallels the 
rotation of the initial arm orientation. 
The population vector always predicts the movement direction 
(effective trajectory) even ifthe initial position of the arm rotates 
(Table 1: Eq. l-6). The uniformly distributed synergy vectors 
result in an additional property: any vector is collinear to the 
sum of its projections on all the synergy vectors, as in 3-D space 
a vector is equivalent to the sum of its projections on three 
perpendicular axes (see Appendix A). The uniform distribution 
of preferred directions can thus provide an internal cortical 
representation of the external 3-D space with properties similar 
to its Cartesian representation. 
The population vector (S,,) sums all the preferred direction 
vectors weighted by the cell activities. Since (1) the activity of 
each cortical neuron represents the projection of the effective 
trajectory on its cell’s preferred direction (consequence of Rule 
I), and (2) the sum ofall the projections of the effective trajectory 
on the preferred directions is collinear to this trajectory (con- 
sequence of Rule II), the population vector is always collinear 
to the effective trajectory. Consequently, the population vector 
always predicts the direction of movement, even if the individ- 
ual cell preferred directions change with the position of the arm. 
When movements are performed in parallel directions across 
the work space, the population vectors should stay parallel even 
if they are computed from different components. The experi- 
mental results confirm this prediction. 
C. Interpretation of the rules: cortical computation 
The two rules that can predict the neuronal activities can be 
interpreted in functional terms: the uniform distribution of cell 
preferred directions (Rule II) allows a simple correspondence 
Figure 2. Relations between different 
coordinate systems involved in visually 
guided 3-D arm movements. Sensory 
information and motor behavior are 
represented by vectors in 3-D space (the 
Iower oval and rectangle, respectively). 
Each 3-D vector is “represented” in the 
cortex by the activity of a population 
of “n” cells, which can be viewed as a 
vector in an “n-dimensional” space (the 
upper oval and rectangle). It is possible 
to consider these different vectors in two 
different reference frames: (1) a “body- 
centered” coordinate system (right ovals) 
body- centered and an “arm-centered” reference frame 
(left rectangles). For further explana- 
tion, see text. 
between vectorial information in 3-D space and its internal 
representation by a set of neuronal activities. The bilinear com- 
bination (Rule I) allows a dynamic transformation between two 
reference frames (visual and motor) that move one with respect 
to the other. 
Internal representation of 3-D space (Rule II). Sensory and 
motor behavioral events occurring in the external world are 
represented within different cortical maps by distributed neu- 
ronal activities (Fig. 2). The 3-D vectors that describe the mon- 
key’s environment and behavior in the experimental setup are 
encoded within the cortical areas in a distributed fashion among 
n cortical cells, and the whole population of “n” neurons in a 
sensory or a motor map can thus represent an n-D coordinate 
reference frame: (1) a set of neuronal activities “V represents the 
visual vector 3V; (2) another set “P represents the arm position 
vector 3P; (3) the set of neuronal activities S represents the 
cortical motor command that will result in the movement tra- 
jectory vector S. 
We have seen that when the internal space is described by a 
specific set of uniformly distributed vectors in 3-D space (Rule 
II), the internal cortical representation is equivalent to a Car- 
tesian representation of the external 3-D space (see Appendix 
A for the mathematical correspondence). Any transformation 
(e.g., a rotation) in the outside world can be represented by an 
equivalent transformation within the whole set of neurons. Such 
an internal representation is known for the motor command 
but is still a hypothesis for visual and somatic information. We 
assume that such a “3-D-like” representation is extracted in at 
least one of the different maps of the visual cortical system and 
that a similar representation exists in the somatic system. 
As expressed in Rule I, the activity of each neuron is a bilinear 
combination of somatic and visual information. With the simple 
correspondence established by Rule II, this bilinear combina- 
tion can also be expressed in an n-dimensional space (Table 2: 
Eq. 2-2, from Rule I and Rule II). We can thus interpret the 
cell activity as the output of a subnetwork that combines (with 
a matrix nM,) an n-dimensional representation of the visual 
trajectory (“V) with an n-dimensional internal representation of 
the arm position (‘P). This processing has similar properties in 
the internal representation as in a Cartesian frame of the 3-D 
space (see Appendix A). 
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Table 2. Cortical computation 
2- 1. Appropriate cortical computation in an internal space: 
2-2. Computation (P) performed on input vector S by the lateral layer division “s” of a 
synergy unit a, tuned around a preferred direction of movement Sa: 
2-3. Computation (ID) performed on input vector nP by the somatic layer “p” of a 
matching unit (&) tuned around a given preferred arm position P? 
2-4. Computation (Z) performed on input vector “V by the visual layer “v” of a matching 
unit (07) tuned, after learning, around a given preferred visual trajectory VY 
2-5. Activity of a matching unit Pr after learning, due to the interlayer coefficients (=l) 
between visual and somatic layer divisions: 
2-6. Computation performed after learning by the network converging on a synergy unit (Y: 
A, = ~P*“M,“V 
p = f+.n’s 
p = pe.np 
p = v7.q 
A,, = ZPP = (Po*“P)(vy*nv) 
A,=kZA,, 
A, = k 2 (P@*flP)(W*nV) 
Table 2 shows how the bilinear combination computed by the cortical network to command 3-D arm reaching movements can 
be learned by a network of processing units; “P and “V are n-D vectors representing the “somatic” and “visual” information 
(corresponding to P and V in the 3-D space); PO, V7, and Sa represent, respectively, a given position of the arm, a given visual 
trajectory, and a given motor command (in the n-D space) around which specific cells are tuned; Zp, Iv, and 15 represent the activation 
of the layer divisions (respectively, somatic, visual, and synergy) of the matching units; A,, and A, are the output activities of, 
respectively, a matching unit /3r and a synergy unit cu; “M, is an 1t*12 matrix representing the set of coefficients of the subnetwork 
converging on the synergy unit o( and tuned by learning (which corresponds to the matrix 3M, in the external 3-D space). 
Interpretation of the cortical computation in terms of coor- 
dinate transformations (Rule I). A cortical command is appro- 
priate if the effective trajectory matches the desired one in 3-D 
space. However, the motor information that commands the 
effective trajectory and the sensory information on the desired 
trajectory are not represented in the same reference frame: (1) 
The cortical command addressed to a given subset of muscles 
produces a constant contraction, and the vectorial effect of this 
contraction will turn with the rotation of the shoulder joint. 
Consequently, within subregions ofthe work space, the resulting 
effective trajectory has projections that are more constant in an 
arm-centered than in a body-centered reference frame. (2) The 
desired trajectory (represented either by signals on eye positions 
or by retinal signals on the vision of the hand when the eyes 
fixate the target) has more constant projections (coordinates) in 
a body-centered reference frame (in the experimental design, 
the head is fixed). 
Within subregions of the work space, the operation performed 
by the cortex can thus be interpreted as a coordinate transfor- 
mation between two different internal representations of the 
same 3-D vector in the external space (the trajectory of the 
hand). The dynamic relation between the arms and the body- 
centered reference frames is given by the somatic information 
on the position of the arm with respect to the body. The bilinear 
operation (Rule I) that performs this dynamic relation suggests 
that the nervous system does not learn all the possible combi- 
nations of visual and somatic inputs, but it learns more general 
relations such as the change of the vectorial effect of the cortical 
command with the rotation of the shoulder joint. The circuit 
converging on a single cell can compute the appropriate coor- 
dinate transformation in a 2-D part of the work space (Eq. l-4), 
and the whole population performs the appropriate computa- 
tion in the whole 3-D space (Eq. l-6), thanks to the uniform 
distribution of the cortical representation (Rule II). 
III. Cortical Cell Activity and Arm Reaching 
Movements in 3-D Space: Neural Network Model 
We propose a network model that is an implementation of the 
computational principles just described, with three main con- 
straints: (1) the whole network can learn the appropriate trans- 
formation between visual inputs and motor outputs for the ini- 
tial phase of the arm movement, thanks to sensory-motor 
correspondences produced by spontaneous movements; (2) the 
processing units model local neuronal circuits in the cortex, with 
biologically plausible local rules; (3) after learning, processing 
units behave as cortical neurons before the onset ofarm reaching 
movements when varying both the initial position of the arm 
and the direction of the movement. 
A. The network 
Multicellular circuits as processing units. Activation and learning 
properties of the processing units should not be chosen arbi- 
trarily but should be designed to be as similar as possible to the 
known features of actual biological intracortical networks. The 
cellular tissue of the cerebral cortex is composed of a variety of 
neuronal assemblies sharing similar features across cortical ar- 
eas. Therefore, a processing unit should model a “prototypic 
local circuit” of neurons rather than a prototypic neuron. We 
consider that such units (Bumod, 1988) do not correspond to 
single neurons but to cortical columns (for discussion, see 
Mountcastle, 1978) which are vertical neural assemblies re- 
peated throughout different cortical areas. The term “column” 
refers here more to the vertical arrangement of these neurons 
in the depth of the cortex than to the different “surface views” 
obtained with different types of metabolic markers and anatom- 
ical tracers that suggest that several adjacent local vertical cir- 
cuits process a variety of input-output combinations (Swindale, 
1990). 
Since local neuronal circuits of different cortical areas share 
a common architecture, we hypothesize a common global func- 
tional processing. Since these circuits consist of several cell types 
that have different integrative properties on specific inputs and 
that are distributed in separate anatomical layers, processing 
units have several input-output divisions modeling these cor- 
tical layers (Bumod, 1988; Alexandre et al., 1991). Each layer 
division corresponds to a specialized integration of subsets of 
inputs sharing a common origin; for example, (1) a feedforward 
division receives information from a sensory channel via pre- 
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vious processing steps; (2) a lateral division represents reciprocal 
connections with other units ofthe same map; and (3) a feedback 
division receives an “efferent copy” of the output of a map 
further in the processing. 
The architecture of the network. The network (Fig. 3) is com- 
posed of two successive maps of these general units: a map of 
“matching” units and a map of “synergy” units. 
Each matching unit (fly) receives three kinds of input in three 
layer divisions, each one distributed among n input connections 
(Fig. 3): the visual input (Vy) represents the direction of the 
desired trajectory toward the visual target; the somatic input 
(Pfl) represents the current initial arm position; the feedback 
input is composed of the outputs (A,) of the synergy units. 
Each synergy unit (a) also receives three kinds of inputs in 
three separate layer divisions (vectors of n components): a feed- 
forward input from the matching units (A&, a lateral input 
from other synergy units, and a feedback input from somesthetic 
receptors activated by the movement (not shown in Fig. 3). 
Synergy units project to “motor output units” (CL) (modeling 
motor units in the spinal cord), and the overall effect of their 
activities is simply modeled by synergy vectors (Se). 
Activation and learning rules of the processing units. In neural 
network models, operations performed by units are defined by 
an “activation rule” and long-term changes are defined by a 
“learning rule” (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986). We use the 
same framework, but the layered organization of the cortical 
tissue requires at least two processing steps, as shown in Figure 
4 (see Appendix B for the mathematical formulas): 
1. First, each layer division integrates inputs from the same 
origin (e.g., visual), with specific “intralayer” coefficients. These 
input :(PP) 1 
I 
. . . . \I\ 
visual input( v’y) 
Figure 3. Architecture of the neural 
network modeling the operations per- 
formed by the cerebral cortex for visu- 
omotor transformations. The process- 
ing units model the “cortical column,” 
with inputs and outputs organized in 
layers. A set of “synergy” units (a) and 
a set of “matching” units (0~) are re- 
ciprocally connected. Each synergy unit 
addresses a motor command to a subset 
of “motor output units” (PC), and this 
command is modeled by its vectorial 
effect (S-) on the hand position. A 
matching unit receives sensory infor- 
mation from different sources: a “so- 
matic input” (on its somatic layer di- 
vision) that encodes the initial arm po- 
sition (Pa), a “visual input” (on the 
visual layer division) that codes for the 
desired trajectory (Vy), and feedback in- 
formation (on the feedback layer divi- 
sion) from active synergy units (A,). 
Each matching unit (Ap7) projects to 
synergy units. Synergy units receive a 
feedforward input from matching units 
(A,,) a lateral input from other synergy 
units (A,.), and a feedback input from 
peripheral receptors (not shown in the 
figure). Input connections to synergy and 
matching units are adaptive and are 
tuned by the feedback loop produced 
by spontaneous movements. 
intralayer coefficients can be tuned by learning, thanks to a 
simple Hebbian rule (Hebb, 1949), around values that corre- 
spond to the most probable input within this layer division when 
the global output of the unit is strongly active. These coefficients 
can thus store the relation between the output motor command 
and a reafferent input in a sensorimotor loop. 
2. Then the processing unit integrates the activation of the 
different layer divisions with two terms: the influences of each 
layer through “layer” coefficients, and the nonlinear interactions 
between layers, through “interlayer” coefficients. These coeffi- 
cients are also tuned by learning, with a process close to a gen- 
eralized operant conditioning: 
(i) When the output activity of the unit is always followed, 
through an external feedback loop, by the same reafferent input 
arriving to a given layer division, the input-output relation in 
the processing unit can represent a one-to-one sensory motor 
correspondence that always predicts the sensory effect of the 
movement, independently of any other conditions. In this case, 
the layer coeficient increases and the inputs in a single layer 
division can trigger a strong output (full anticipation of the 
effect). 
(ii) When this reafferent activity occurs only sometimes, an- 
other condition represented by another type of input is required. 
If the conjunction of the two inputs has a higher probability of 
being related to a strong output, interlayer coejicients increase 
and the activity of a layer division acts as a gating signal (AND 
gate) or a gain signal (product) on the other input. 
As a result, the network will not only learn the appropriate 
tuning on each input (intralayer coefficients) but also the type 
of combination (e.g., a gain) on the two inputs (i.e., visual and 
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processing unit 
Figure 4. Processing unit modeling a cortical column. Inputs that come 
from the same sensory source or from other units of the same cortical 
map are first integrated within specific layers (z, z’. . .) with adaptive 
intralayer coefficients w,‘. For example, in a matching unit, the layer z 
will be the visual layer division and the layer z’ will be the somatic 
layer division. The global inputs per layer (p, P’) thus obtained are then 
combined together with two sets of adaptive coefficients: (1) “layer” 
coefficients L’, which represent the influence of each input division on 
the computation of the global output of the unit A, whatever the activity 
in the other layers, and (2) “interlayer” coefficients p, which represent 
the mutual interactions between the different layer divisions. 
somatic), necessary to produce the appropriate motor output. 
Learning only depends upon the probabilities of coactivation 
between strong inputs and outputs at the level of each processing 
unit. We thus distinguish strong cortical activities (high firing 
frequency, called the “decision” level E2) related to sensory and 
motor events involved in behavioral programs from lower ac- 
tivities (low firing frequency, called “hypothetical” level El) 
more related to attentional states or anticipatory processes (Bur- 
nod, 1988). 
Justification of activation and learning rules. The model of 
the local cortical circuits outlines two basic operations: (1) cells 
perform a convolution-like operation on the inputs coming from 
the same sensory source (encoding, e.g., the orientation, the 
direction of movement, the spatial frequency of the stimulus) 
as in the orientation-selective cells in the primary visual cortex 
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1968)-this is modeled at the level of each 
layer division by a process similar to those of most of the “neural 
units” in the classical neural networks (weighted sum); and (2) 
cells can give strong nonlinear responses to the interaction of 
two independent sources of information (see, e.g., Andersen et 
al., 1987). A simple model would be a combination of AND 
and OR functions when considering all-or-none activities (see, 
e.g., Fukushima, 1980) or a combination of products and sums, 
as performed by sigma-pi units (Rumelhart and McClelland, 
1986). Since our units model multicellular circuits, it is possible 
to assume that different types of cells in a column can effect 
different types of computation, closer either to sums or to prod- 
ucts, depending upon their membrane properties.’ 
The basic assumption for learning is that all neurons can 
change their synaptic weights, as in most neural networks, but 
with two effects: (1) within layer divisions, to adapt the tuning 
on each type of input, and (2) between layer division, to adapt 
the combination (sum, product) between inputs arriving from 
different sources. Learning properties of neurons are assumed 
from the results on associative long-term potentiation in the 
hippocampus (see, e.g., Barruonuevo and Brown, 1983), which 
show the Hebbian properties of activity-dependent changes at 
the cellular level (Hebb, 1949), depending upon the cooccur- 
rence of inputs and outputs. But the rules differ from those rules 
used in most models since (1) there are two types of coefficients 
(intralayer and interlayer coefficients) corresponding to two lev- 
els of integration based on the layered architecture of the cortical 
tissue, (2) the temporal logic is closer to operant conditioning 
than to Pavlovian conditioning (strong output followed by a 
reafferent input),2 and (3) coefficients are adjusted to conditional 
probabilities that are the relative number of “excitatory” and 
“inhibitory” cooccurrences, based on the fact that input-output 
transmission in a cortical column depends upon competing ex- 
citatory and inhibitory pathways (see review in Mountcastle, 
1978). Ifonly excitatory patterns are present (always), excitatory 
pathways are reinforced and, after learning, a moderate input 
alone can trigger a strong activity in the column, even if other 
inputs are not active (OR gate between inputs). In the reverse 
case (never), only inhibitory pathways are reinforced. In the 
intermediate case (sometimes), both competing pathways are 
reinforced and, after learning, a moderate cortical input alone 
cannot produce a strong external output but can “gate” the 
efficiency of other inputs (AND gate). 
B. Learning 
Previous learning. To perform visuomotor transformations, the 
neural network has to learn the relation between the two inputs, 
somatic and visual, and the appropriate motor command out- 
put. These relations can be learned both during spontaneous 
movement and, by error correction, during visually triggered 
movements. 
We focus on learning with spontaneous movements, as a par- 
ticular stage in a general developmental scheme. We consider 
that successive stages correspond to different adjustments of 
input-output relations within and between layer divisions of 
processing units (Bumod, 1988). Before the learning stage based 
on the visuomotor loop, at least two learning steps have already 
independently organized motor outputs and visual inputs: 
(1) Lateral connections between synergy units are already tuned 
by learning. The learning rules predict that the strength of re- 
I Large cells can act as coincidence detectors (low membrane conductance, short 
time constant, high threshold). In these cells, the probability of firing an action 
potential is highly dependent upon the probability of having spikes in several 
input channels within a short time interval; if the two inputs are independent, 
this probability is mainly related to the product of the probabilities (one for each 
input channel) and consequently to the product of their firing frequencies. Con- 
versely, small cells (intemeurons, pyramidal cells of the upper layers) can merely 
sum the input firing frequencies (due to a higher membrane conductance, a longer 
time constant, and a lower threshold): the amplitude ofthe postsynaptic potentials 
reflects a time integral ofinput spikes and consequently reflects the firing frequency. 
Since the output frequency depends upon the sum of the EPSPs, the global in- 
out operation is closer to a summation of the firing frequencies. 
2 These rules at the cellular level are consistent with the voltage properties of 
glutamate receptors (NMDA, see, e.g., Nowak et al., 1984). These receptors, and 
thus glutamate inputs, become more efficient when the cell is first depolarized 
(calcium accumulation and potentiation), that is, when a strong output is followed 
by a reafferent input. 
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Figure 5. Tuning of adaptive coefficients through the sensory effects of spontaneous movements. This diagram shows the input-output relations 
of two related units, a synergy unit (a) and a matching unit (By), during a spontaneous movement. Coefficients that are already tuned (prewired or 
tuned by a previous learning) are shown by solid circles and arrows. Coefficients that will be changed by the sensory motor loop are shown by 
shaded circles and arrows. In a spontaneous movement, a strongly activated synergy unit addresses both a motor command toward motor units /A 
and an efferent copy of this command to the matching units. Some matching units that receive this efferent copy are already gated by the information 
on the initial arm position. In their division, receiving visual information, the “intralayer” coefficients will change as the inputs, which precisely 
represent the visual image of the effective trajectory of the hand. The operation for output computation performed by matching and synergy units 
will also change with learning (stippled arrows): the coefficients between the somatic and the visual information will be strong, since only the 
appropriate combination of somatic and visual inputs is related to a strong activity in the synergy units. 
lations between two synergy units will be adjusted to the prob- 
ability that the strong activation of the first one produces the 
same motor effect as the second one. The lateral influence be- 
tween these units will thus be adjusted by learning to the cosine 
of the angle between the two corresponding synergy vectors (as 
in Eq. 2-2). This relation is relatively independent of the initial 
position of the arm. Connections between synergy units that 
share common muscular targets will be very strong, and all these 
cells will form a functional assembly that can trigger a specific 
motor effect. 
(2) The visual signals are processed by several visual maps, 
and we consider that the visual inputs that feed the matching 
layer have acquired two properties through previous learning 
stages (see Discussion): (i) neural responses are stronger when 
the retinal image of the hand moves toward the fovea and when 
the eyes fixate a point in space; (ii) they code directional prop- 
erties in 3-D space, both for the relative position of the hand 
with respect to the fixation point (W) and for the movement 
toward it (Uy), in the same coordinate system. Visual signals 
that encode the relative position of the hand and the fixation 
point will then activate cells in anticipation of visual inputs 
monitoring the effective trajectory of the hand toward the fix- 
ation point. 
As illustrated in Figure 5, spontaneous movements generate 
the repeated conjunction of three inputs at the level of a pro- 
cessing unit: (1) a “somatic” signal indicating the initial position 
of the hand (Pa); (2) a motor command and the efferent copy 
of the motor command (9); (3) a visual feedback due to the 
vision ofthe hand during movement (called UT). The distributed 
learning rules predict an adaptation of tuning properties both 
within and between layer divisions. 
Tuning properties within layers. Specific tuning properties 
within layer divisions of processing units can be either prewired 
or learned. If a bimodal map has units that are a priori inde- 
pendently tuned for two types of information and receive a third 
input, the conjunction of all the three inputs will adjust the 
tuning on this third one, since intralayer coefficients are shaped 
by the most probable input within this layer when the global 
output of the unit is strongly active. There are two possibilities: 
(1) Either the matching layer is a bimodal map already tuned 
for couples (Pa, SW) of “positional” and “synergy” information 
(Eqs. 2-2 and 2-3): the conjunction of all three inputs (B, P@, 
and UT) on the matching unit will modify, by learning, the 
weighting of the visual signal. The adjustable coefficients will 
thus converge toward the specific values corresponding to the 
direction of the spontaneous movement (UT; Eq. 2-4). There- 
fore, after learning, the unit will be tuned for the actual position 
of the target (or the desired trajectory) in the direction of the 
synergy vector. 
(2) Or matching units are a priori tuned for couples (Pa, Vy) 
of “positional” and “visual” information: learning will adjust 
the relation with the map of synergy units. A given motor output 
(and thus activation of the same synergy units) corresponds to 
several combinations of visual and somatic information that 
are computed by different matching units. As a result of learning, 
synergy units will perform a weighted averaging on outputs of 
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Figure 6. Invariant properties of the cortical command for reaching movements. This figure shows the results of the network computation after 
learning. Three initial conditions are shown (A-C). For each movement, (1) the left part shows the activation of the map of matching units; each 
the matching units extracting the appropriate combinations. 
Interaction between layers. The network will also learn the 
adequate type of combination (e.g., a “sum” or a “product”) 
on the two inputs (visual and somatic) necessary to produce the 
appropriate motor output. During spontaneous movements, in 
matching units, each type of sensory input alone has a low 
probability of being related to the direction of movement se- 
lectively amplified by the feedback layer division (related to the 
synergy units S). However, this probability can be maximal 
when both inputs are considered. The learning rules predict that 
each sensory input will act as a gain on the other input (Eq. 
2-5). 
The bilinear operation computed by the network. When both 
types of tuning are effected (intra- and interlayer), the activity 
of each synergy unit is the result of bilinear combination (i.e., 
a sum of products: Eq. 2-6) between the internal representation 
of the arm position (somatic information “P) and the internal 
representation of the target information (visual information V). 
The product terms correspond to the intermodal combinations 
(Pfl, Vy) learned by matching units, and the linear term corre- 
sponds to the sum of the different possible combinations leading 
to the same motor output learned by the synergy units. The 
coefficients of the bilinear combination (matrix “M,) represent 
pairs of input vectors (P@, Vy) associated by learning with the 
output synergy vector (9). It is important to stress that units, 
in this model, do not perform this bilinear operation a priori 
but learn it since it is logically related to the conditional prob- 
abilities of inputs and outputs. The overall operation learned 
by the network is equivalent to the computational solution (Rule 
I equivalent to Eq. 2-l), and consequently units in the synergy 
map behave like cells in motor and premotor areas. 
Generalization. An important property of this type of learning 
is that, after a limited number of trials, the solution is gener- 
alizable to any position in space. For each possible synergy unit, 
the number of matching units necessary to perform the com- 
putation depends upon the precision of the positional infor- 
mation. In motor, premotor, and parietal cortices, the activity 
of cortical cells related to the arm position shows a gradient that 
seems to cover large portions of space and the whole sampling 
could thus be accomplished by a small number of cells. 
The set of learned coefficients (M,) is an internal represen- 
tation of the movement produced by a specific motor command 
(A,). It defines an operation that transforms the information 
c 
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about the target (V; through the operation M;V) and matches 
the result with the information concerning the initial arm po- 
sition (by projecting M;V on P). This operation can be inter- 
preted as a prediction of how a specific movement transforms 
an initial position into a final one (or into an appropriate tra- 
jectory). The operation that is learned represents a rotation re- 
gardless of the information source. For example, when using the 
angle of gaze information to define the target as a position in 
space, the transformation that is learned expresses the angle 
between two vectors representing the initial and the final po- 
sition of the arm. Alternatively, by using retinal information 
about the position of the hand when the eyes fixate the target 
to define a desired trajectory, the learned operation is a trans- 
formation that expresses the angle of a trajectory vector with 
respect to the arm segments. 
It is important to note that the shaping ofthe motor command 
at the level of the synergy units is not uniquely determined by 
the inputs from matching units (feedforward connections) but 
also by their lateral connections: even if a small number of 
synergy units are activated by feedforward connections, the whole 
population will be activated by the lateral connections in a 
manner proportional to the cosine of the angle between their 
synergy vectors and the synergy vectors of the units already 
active (or by the strongest ones if there are competitive inputs). 
C. Simulation 
A simulation has been performed in order to illustrate the com- 
putational principles exposed in section II and the properties of 
the network exposed thus far in section III. The results are shown 
in Figure 6 (for three initial conditions, Fig. 6A-C’). A simplified 
arm made of two articulations, shoulder and elbow, moves in 
3-D space (right part of Fig. 6) and is controlled by a network 
that has to learn the initial command of the muscular synergies 
necessary to move the hand toward a target. As already de- 
scribed, this network is made of matching units (maps in left 
part of Fig. 6) and synergy units (illustrated by the synergy 
vectors in the central part of Fig. 6). 
Synergy units: sampling of the 3-D space. Each synergy unit 
commands an elementary arm displacement modeled in a sim- 
plified way, by a 3-D synergy vector that is applied to the hand 
(a cortical command is thus viewed as an elementary coordi- 
nation between shoulder and elbow), and has constant coordi- 
nates in an arm-centered reference frame. 
small square is a unit and the vertical bars are proportional to their activation; the map of matching units has two axes for the two independent 
sensory inputs, visual vectors represented within a subset of 26 reference trajectory directions (given by the rows of the map), and somatic vectors 
(shoulder and elbow angles) represented within a subset of 60 reference arm positions (given by the columns in the map); (2) the centralpart shows 
the spheres of synergy vectors and the activation of synergy units (solid vectors) in an internal space, with each synergy unit in the same place (and 
thus in an arm-centered reference frame); the axes just above the spheres show how the arm-centered reference frame (Xp, Yp,Zp) is rotated with 
respect to the body-centered reference frame (X, Y,Z); the resulting population vector S,, is illustrated by an outlined hatched vector, both in the 
spheres of synergy units and with respect to the body-centered reference frame (above the spheres). The projection of this population vector on the 
plane Xp. Yp is also represented; (3) the right part shows, in a 3-D body-centered coordinate system (X, Y,Z), the initial position of the arm, the 
desired trajectory (solid vector) toward the target, and the resulting position of the arm, as produced by the command computed by the network. 
A and B represent conditions where, for two different initial positions of the arm and two different visual trajectories, the set of synergy units 
involved in the motor command is the same in the internal cortical representation. The population vectors are the same in the internal space and 
rotate like the arm in a 3-D external space (axes above the spheres), exactly as the two trajectories of the arm. In order to follow the transformation, 
consider that the population activities are in both cases in the plane Yp.Zp (and thus perpendicular with Xp); Xp is collinear to the forearm and 
Yp perpendicular; consequently, the computed trajectory in the external 3-D space will turn (between A and B) as’ Yp, perpendicular with the 
forearm. 
Conversely, when comparing B and C, which correspond to the same trajectory vector, from two different initial positions of the arm, notice the 
expected difference in the motor command at the level of the synergy units in the internal space (spheres). Synergy units that were maximally 
activated for the first arm position show less activity in the second one (as the position of the arm has changed, the synergy vector in the 3-D 
external space has rotated and no longer corresponds to the desired trajectory). However, even if the pool of synergy units involved in the motor 
command changes from conditions B to C, the population vector does not change in the 3-D external space (axes above the spheres), since the two 
vectors representing the desired trajectories are parallel in the two movements (as shown in the right part). 
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The spheres in the central part of Figure 6 represent the pop- 
ulation of synergy vectors. The simulation is performed with a 
set of 26 vectors, uniformly distributed in 3-D space with an 
angle of r/4 between two neighboring vectors. At any time, the 
elementary arm displacement produced by a synergy unit in the 
direction of its synergy vector is proportional to its activation 
(shown by solid vectors in the spheres of synergy vectors, Fig. 
6, center part). There is a trade-off between the number of syn- 
ergy vectors and the precision of the activities of the synergy 
units: in the simulation, these activities are discretized in five 
levels. The motor command is due to a population code and 
results from the summed activity of all the synergy units in the 
direction of the synergy vectors, as expressed by the population 
vector (S,,,, shown as an outlined hatched vector, with its pro- 
jection on the horizontal plane). 
In order to compare the network activity in different initial 
conditions (Fig. 6A-C): (1) the spheres of synergy vectors are 
aligned with the synergy units in the same place; these spheres 
can thus be viewed as a representation of the map of synergy 
units, with its population vector in an arm-centered reference 
frame, and consequently a representation of the motor com- 
mand in an arm-centered reference frame; (2) the axes above 
each sphere show the position of the arm-centered reference 
frame (Xp, Yp, Zp) with respect to the body-centered reference 
frame (X, Y, Z); it is thus possible to see the position of the 
population vector (hatched vector) in the body-centered refer- 
ence frame (resulting in the effective trajectory) and to compare 
it with the desired trajectory (solid vector shown in the right 
part): the command computed by the network is appropriate if 
these two vectors are parallel. 
Matching units: tuningfor visual directions and arm positions. 
As previously described, the synergy units receive information 
from a map of matching units that are tuned for visual and 
somatic information (the corresponding intralayer coefficient is 
preset), and receives a feedback from the synergy units. In Figure 
6 (left part), the matching units are ordered with respect to two 
axes representing their preferred tuning for the two independent 
sensory inputs: (1) when the eyes fixate the target, the visual 
information on the initial direction of the desired trajectory is 
coded in a simplified way by its projection on a set of 26 ref- 
erence directions (forming a uniform sampling of 3-D space); 
(2) the information about the initial position of the hand with 
respect to the body is coded by the projections of arm segments 
on a set of 60 reference positions (columns of the map), which 
combine a shoulder angle (centered on the shoulder) and an 
elbow angle (centered on the elbow). There are thus 26 x 60 
matching units. In a real cortical map, the two types of inputs 
(somatic and visual) could be ordered in a different way, but 
the properties of the model are not dependent upon these rel- 
ative spatial locations. Somatic inputs on the arm position ac- 
tivate a subset of matching units (subset of rows of the matching 
map, at left), and visual inputs on the image of the hand (when 
the eyes fixate the target) activate another subset (subset of 
columns of the matching map). The output activity of each 
matching unit (shown as a vertical bar in Fig. 6) results from 
these two inputs through two layer coefficients and one interlayer 
coefficient. These coefficients can change with learning and have 
initial values close to 1 for interlayer coefficients and close to 0 
for layer coefficients. As for synergy units, matching units have 
a graded activity with five possible levels (as illustrated by ver- 
tical bars in Fig. 6). Output activities of these matching units 
activate each synergy unit through (26 x 60) intralayer coeffi- 
cients: the resulting activity in synergy units is shown by solid 
vectors in the spheres of Figure 6. 
Learning sessions. The learning-dependent changes of coef- 
ficients between the matching units and the synergy units do 
not depend upon their initial value. A spontaneous activity is 
generated in the synergy map and produces a vectorial effect on 
the hand position that is a combination of elbow and shoulder 
rotations. This spontaneous movement produces a strong ac- 
tivation of some matching units due to the coactivation of a 
visual reafferent input (3-D direction of the hand) and a somatic 
input (position of the arm in a region of the work space, relative 
to the body). 
As specified in the learning rules (see Appendix B), only trials 
when there are both a maximal activation of a synergy unit and 
a maximal reafferent input (movement toward the fovea) result 
in learning (maximal level called “E2” in learning rules). Only 
these optimal conditions (60 x 26) are taken into account. A 
single trial in each condition is sufficient, since repetition of 
similar conditions does not change the learned coefficients (due 
to conditional probabilities). 
First, since the intralayer coefficients in matching units are 
pretuned for visual and somatic inputs, the coefficients between 
synergy and matching units (intralayer) store the optimal coac- 
tivations between these two inputs and the spontaneous (and 
thus independent) motor output. As expected from the learning 
rules, the layer coefficients in the matching units for either visual 
or somatic inputs do not increase and remain close to zero, since 
the relative number of occurrences of each specific sensorimotor 
relation is inversely related (1) to the number of possible initial 
positions for the visual inputs (l/60), and (2) to the number of 
possible trajectories for the somatic input (l/26). Conversely, 
the interlayer coefficient is stabilized to one. 
Computation after learning. After learning has occurred for 
60 x 26 reference positions (linked with maximal activations), 
we verify that for every initial condition (e.g., conditions A, B, 
and C in Fig. 6), the network computes the appropriate trajectory 
of the hand toward the target (i.e., the population vector is 
parallel to the desired trajectory). The accuracy ofthis command 
is not only related to the precision of the sampling of the different 
internal spaces (synergy units, trajectory and position sampling), 
but also to the learned bilinear approximation of the optimal 
solution. 
The three initial conditions shown in Figure 6 illustrate the 
properties of the learned visuomotor transformation and the 
predictions of the model: (1) when the desired trajectory rotates 
with the initial position of the arm (comparison between move- 
ments A and B), the activation of the synergy units is similar 
and generates a constant command in an arm-centered reference 
frame, even if the two sensory inputs have changed; (2) when 
the desired trajectories are parallel (comparison between move- 
ments B and C), the individual component synergy vectors change 
(with the initial position ofthe arm), but the resulting population 
vectors are the same in a body-centered reference frame. Figure 
6, A and B, shows that two different desired trajectories with 
two different initial positions of the arm can result in a similar 
activation of a set of synergy units when the relative angles 
between the desired trajectory vectors and the arm position 
vectors are similar. Since the two internal cortical representa- 
tions (sphere of synergy vectors in central parts of Fig. 6A,B) 
are aligned, with each synergy unit vector in the same place, it 
is possible to see that the network computes a similar activation 
of the synergy units in the two conditions, with a similar pop- 
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ulation vector in an arm-centered coordinate system. However 
in the 3-D space, the two spheres of synergy vectors rotate as 
the initial position of the arm (as shown by the rotation of their 
axes above), and the population vector rotates as do the two 
desired trajectories. Figure 6, B and C, shows that two move- 
ments with parallel directions in space but with two different 
initial positions of the arm [like the trajectories performed with- 
in the three parts of the work space described in Caminiti et al. 
(1990a,b, 199 l)] result in a change in the activation pattern of 
synergy units (comparison between the two spheres). Although 
the activation of each synergy unit is changed, the population 
vector computed by the network is the same in the body-cen- 
tered reference frame (as shown in the axes above the spheres 
in Fig. 6B,C). The result of this simulation was expected by the 
model when considering two movements with two parallel tra- 
jectories and is consistent with the experimental results. 
Discussion 
After discussing the limitations of the model, we will treat three 
main issues addressed by this model: (1) the relation between 
reference frames, brain structures, and learning strategies for 
visuomotor transformations underlying arm movements to- 
ward visual targets; (2) the relation between neural activities, 
population code, and specific computation performed by the 
cortical neuronal circuits; (3) the anatomical substrata (in dif- 
ferent cortical areas) of the operations performed for visuomotor 
transformations. 
Limitations qf the model 
The model that we propose does not take into account either 
all the aspects of the motor command or all aspects of motor 
learning; it is limited to the initial steps of the visuomotor trans- 
formation underlying reaching toward visual targets. We have 
focused on the computation of the initial configuration of muscle 
activities that can initiate the movement in the appropriate 
direction toward the target. 
The dynamics of the movement are not treated in the present 
model. The recent results of Kalaska et al. (1989) on the effects 
of changing load directions on cortical cell activities show how 
such a parameter can be used as a supplementary combination 
made by cortical circuits, with inputs (or expectations) signaling 
for these loads before the onset of the movement. Our model 
only attempts to solve a kinematic transformation, and, thus, 
further mechanisms should be added to compensate for limb 
dynamics. It is indeed possible that for the solution of the dy- 
namics problem, differences may emerge between the operations 
performed by premotor and motor cortical circuits. 
We have not considered how the coordination between elbow 
and shoulder could be learned: since the cortex learns the effect 
of a given motor command, this command can be either mono- 
articular or biarticular. Strong lateral connections between syn- 
ergy units can form functional assemblies that can trigger co- 
ordinated elbow and shoulder movements: the interactions 
between neurons in precentral cortical zones controlling shoul- 
der and elbow joint (Kwan et al., 1987) and the lateral connec- 
tions (Huntley and Jones, 199 1) favor the construction of such 
functional assemblies. The experimental data on arm reaching 
(Caminiti et al., 1990a,b, 1991) has suggested how the cortex 
can predict the effect of its command when the shoulder joint 
rotates. New experiments will be necessary to understand how 
this computation can take into account changes in elbow angle. 
The model suggests that it is only within a limited region of 
the work space that a circuit converging on a single cell in the 
motor and premotor cortices can predict the correct motor com- 
mand by a coordinate transformation. The well-established 
complications to the coordinate transformations that arise from 
the complex mechanics and dynamics of the arm can be taken 
into account by a specialization of cortical circuits for different 
subregions of the work space. The experimental data support 
this conclusion, since in the region of the work space where the 
animals performed the task (used in the neurophysiological ex- 
periments of Caminiti et al., 1990a,b, 199 l), individual neurons 
in both premotor and motor cortices are not always directional 
throughout the entire work space: they can be “directional” in 
one part (and thus “vote” for the population solution in that 
region) and be “neutral” in another part. It is worthwhile to 
note that the population of preferred directions remains uniform 
in each spatial region, even if some cells are directional in only 
certain parts of the work space. 
Maximal simplifications have been made to avoid considering 
the learning of all aspects of movements and to focus only on 
the step that seems critical for the initial visuomotor transfor- 
mation. However, the network is adaptive in a general sense 
(like the cerebral cortex) and is not designed to learn only the 
task considered in this article. The same type of network can, 
in a very general way, adaptively capture the properties of the 
sensorimotor loops and of the “external” world: selective re- 
lations between the commands and their results, by the tuning 
of intralayer weights; specific operations to combine appropri- 
ately two different sources of information involved in a motor 
command, by interlayer coefficients. A crucial property of such 
a network is represented by its capacity of generalization to the 
maximum number of situations with minimal learning costs 
(time and number of weights). 
Reference frames, brain structures, and learning 
There is strong reason to believe that the brain contains several 
reference frames (body reference frame, object frame, world 
frame, and retinal frame; for discussion, see Paillard, 1990) 
representing perceptual and motor information. The overall 
transformations between these frames can be divided into suc- 
cessive steps, with regulatory feedback loops, and these steps 
can be related to specialized brain structures (Arbib, 198 1). In 
this article, the model has been restricted to the cerebral cortical 
areas where quantitative neurophysiological data have suggested 
a simple mechanism of coordinate transformations from body- 
to arm-centered reference frames. Other aspects of the move- 
ment, such as kinematic and dynamic parameters, can also be 
computed, and several possible models have been proposed for 
these computations (Bizzi et al., 1984; Bullock and Grossberg, 
1988; Kawato et al., 1990). 
Furthermore, structures other than the cerebral cortex, such 
as the cerebellum, obviously contribute to learning of the ap- 
propriate motor command (Arbib, 198 1; Kawato et al., 1990), 
and the model proposed here can be extended to include these 
operations. In relating these different aspects, it is possible to 
take into account not only the anatomical and functional prop- 
erties of brain structures but also a progressive learning strategy 
(Bumod and Dufosse, 1990). In this respect, visual feedback 
during spontaneous movements has been shown to be essential 
for learning sensorimotor coordinations (Held and Hein, 1963; 
Hein, 1971). A simple way to learn a sensorimotor transfor- 
mation can thus be the movement dependent matching of sen- 
sory inputs, which can result in a first phase from spontaneous 
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movements during critical periods of infancy (“self-consisten- 
cy”; Kuperstein, 1988a). Such movements allow the association 
of a sensory-defined goal of the movement with the motor com- 
mand necessary to achieve it, taking into account the initial 
conditions. Learning from spontaneous movements can be fur- 
ther refined by error-correcting mechanisms (Arbib, 198 1) and, 
more precisely, by using the correcting motor command as the 
error signal (Kawato et al., 1990). This type of learning has been 
suggested to-occur in the cerebellar cortex. It is possible indeed 
that two types of learning (from spontaneous movements and 
by error-correcting mechanisms) are performed in two different 
neural structures (cerebral cortex and cerebellum), as a result of 
their inherent architectural and functional properties (Bumod 
and Dufosse, 1990). Studies on infants suggest that these two 
learning schemes could correspond to two successive phases of 
development (Hay, 1984). In early postnatal life (2-3 months), 
a baby learns to reach objects but is not able to make corrective 
movements for shaping the final position of the hand. When 
failing to touch an object of interest, he performs new attempts 
(from the initial position). During this period of life, the baby 
makes numerous spontaneous movements through which his 
hand is “captured” in his visual field. Later on, a 4-5-month- 
old child learns to correct, under visual control, the final position 
of its hand in order to succeed in reaching the object. 
Cell activities and population code 
The model proposed in this study is based on the directional 
properties of motor and premotor cortical neurons studied dur- 
ing 3-D movements toward visual targets. These cortical neu- 
rons are broadly tuned around a preferred direction of move- 
ment, and this coarse tuning suggests the existence of a population 
code for movement direction. We hypothesize that similar tun- 
ing properties and mechanisms exist for the somatic information 
concerning the position of the arm in space. For visual infor- 
mation, a similar vectorial representation has been used to ac- 
count for the functional properties of light-sensitive neurons in 
area 7 (Steinmetz et al., 1987). 
The model we propose is also based on a crucial property of 
the population that is the uniform distribution of cell preferred 
directions (Schwartz et al., 1988; Caminiti et al., 1990a, 1991). 
As shown in Appendix A, the uniformity of the distribution of 
cell preferred directions gives a powerful computational prop- 
erty to the cortical system in the sense that the representation 
at the level of the whole population of cortical neurons is equiv- 
alent to a Cartesian representation of the extrapersonal 3-D 
space. Thus, the vectorial representation of movement trajec- 
tories is simply obtained from its projections onto the set of 
preferred directions, as a vector is obtained, in a 3-D Cartesian 
coordinate system, from its projections on the orthogonal axes. 
This Cartesian-like representation could simplify the relations 
of premotor and motor cortices with other brain regions more 
removed from the peripheral motor apparatus and that sup- 
posedly possess a similar internal construct of space. This con- 
struct of space, at the population level, represents movement 
trajectories, even if individual cells project to spinal motoneu- 
rons commanding muscle activity. This correspondence be- 
tween internal and external constructs of space may be a way 
of reconciling apparently conflicting views on the functions of 
the motor cortex based either on a representation in terms of 
command of muscle activities (movement dynamics) or on a 
representation in terms of movement trajectories in 3-D space 
(movement kinematics). 
The result of the computation can be explicit at the level of 
the population and not necessarily at the level of a single neuron 
(see, e.g., Sejnowski, 1986). In this model, what is explicitly 
computed at the level of a single “synergy” unit is a good pre- 
diction of the vectorial effect of the motor command on the 
hand position (the cell preferred direction) in a 2-D subspace. 
The correct prediction in the 3-D space is explicit only at the 
level of the population of synergy units. 
Possible anatomical and functional substrates of the operations 
performed in visuomotor transformations 
The model that we propose leads to different predictions con- 
cerning the properties of synergy and matching units with respect 
to (1) their tuning to somatic and visuospatial information and 
their relations to the motor command as well as (2) the rotation 
of the preferred direction vectors when the initial position of 
the arm changes. 
The quantitative behavior predicted for the synergy units is 
precisely observed in both motor and premotor cortical neurons. 
First, cells are tuned for a preferred direction of movement and, 
at the single cell level, the preferred direction rotates when the 
initial position ofthe arm changes. Second, the whole population 
of preferred directions predicts the rotation of the arm in space. 
Motor cortical cells when studied in different behavioral con- 
ditions can also integrate other types of inputs that we have not 
considered in this model, as shown, for example, by the inter- 
action between force and direction in the infragranular layers 
of area 4 (Kalaska et al., 1989). 
Properties of the matching units are a prediction of the model. 
Where, within the cortex, neurons with properties similar to 
those of matching units are localized is not known, and we can 
only speculate on the basis of the known functional properties 
of neurons recorded in those cortical areas involved in visually 
guided arm movements: parietal, premotor, and motor areas. 
Matching units, in this model, are tuned to somatic information 
on the initial arm position, to visual information indicating a 
direction of movement in 3-D space, and to active movements 
(through an efferent copy of the motor command). The infor- 
mation about the position of the arm in space, probably mapped 
in the primary somatosensory cortex, is available to parietal 
(Georgopoulos et al., 1984) motor (Georgopoulos et al., 1984; 
Kettner et al., 1988; Caminiti et al., 1990a), and premotor (Ca- 
miniti et al., 199 1) cortices. 
Neurons in the premotor cortex could perform “matching” 
operations since they receive both visuospatial (Kubota and 
Hamada, 1978; Godschalk et al., 198 1; Rizzolatti et al., 198 1 b; 
Weinrich and Wise, 1982; Weinrich et al., 1984; Godschalk et 
al., 1985; Kurata and Tanji, 1986; Okano and Tanji, 1987; 
Riehle and Requin, 1989) and somatic (Rizzolatti et al., 198 la; 
Kurata and Tanji, 1986; Hummelsheim et al., 1988) informa- 
tion. The model also makes quantitative predictions: conversely 
to the synergy units, the activity of matching units is higher 
when the direction of the desired trajectory matches their di- 
rectional tuning properties, independently from the initial po- 
sition of the arm (which acts as a global gating signal). Conse- 
quently, their cell preferred direction should not rotate with the 
initial arm position. Such cells were not observed in premotor 
and motor cortices. 
However, they could exist in the parietal cortex, and the use 
of the same experimental paradigm used in Caminiti et al. 
(1990a,b, 199 1) will allow testing the validity of this hypothesis. 
In this respect, it is interesting to compare our results with those 
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obtained in area 7, where visual parietal neurons have properties 
similar to those of matching units (Andersen and Mountcastle, 
1983; Andersen et al., 1987; Zipser and Andersen, 1988): visual 
parietal neurons are tuned for a given retinal position of the 
visual stimulus, and their activity is sated by an eye position 
signal. This signal changes cell activity without changing the cell 
visual tuning. 
number of units having a prewired ability to perform a match 
between two sensory sources. An internal representation of the 
movement can be learned in parallel in such cooperative maps. 
Appendix A: Fundamental Correspondence between 
the 3-D External Space and the n-D Internal Space 
Let BO = (e,, e,, e,) be an orthonormal basis of the 3-D space 
and Bl = (a,, a2, . . . , a,,) be a set of n uniformly distributed 3- 
D vectors forming a generator set. Given a vector ‘X in R3 
(coordinates 3X,), there exists a simple representation of any 
vector X in BI formed by its projection on the different vectors 
a, composing Bl: 
Neurons sensitive to both visual and somatic information 
have been described in area 7 (Hyvarinen and Poranen, 1974; 
Leinonen et al., 1979); neurons active for both visual stimuli 
and hand movements have also been described in area 7, with 
motor directional tuning properties similar to visual ones (Taira 
et al., 1990). However, it is important to note that somatomotor 
and visual information can be represented in area 7a in different 
neuronal functional classes (e.g., “visual fixation” and “projec- 
tion” neurons) (Mountcastle et al., 1975). Neurons that project 
to matching units should be sensitive to the movement of the 
hand toward the fovea. In the parietal cortex, light-sensitive 
neurons exhibit properties such as fovea1 sparing and opponent 
vector organization; that is, they are insensitive to stimuli ap- 
plied on the fovea and very sensitive to stimuli moving either 
inward toward the fovea or outward toward the periphery of 
the visual field (Motter and Mountcastle, 198 1). These authors 
speculated that such populations of neurons could provide a 
neural basis for the central representation of “movements of 
objects in the periphery of the behavioral space when the eyes 
are fixed.” Such neurons are therefore good candidates for mon- 
itoring the visual feedback produced by movements of the hand 
toward the fixation point and therefore toward the target when 
the eyes fixate the target. 
An interesting alternative to a subdivision between matching 
and synergy units in two different cortices is the possibility that 
“matching” and “synergy” operations are performed in the same 
cortical area. In this case, they should be related by lateral con- 
nections that could provide the integration of the different 
matching operations leading to the same motor command. Since 
lateral connections between units that share common muscular 
targets are strong, these functional assemblies could trigger spe- 
cific motor functions. Each cell of a functional assembly could 
integrate the results of the “matching” operations performed by 
other cells of the same assembly. These operations could be 
performed at the level ofthe premotor cortex since: (1) premotor 
neurons seem tuned for both visual and positional inputs as are 
matching units; (2) their preferred directions rotate with the 
initial position of the arm as for synergy units. In this case, the 
role of the parietal and motor cortices remains to be defined. 
A more realistic view could be a “progressive match” model 
where visuomotor transformations are performed in a cooper- 
ative way in at least three areas (motor, premotor, and parietal 
areas) with three specific features in each one. (1) The matching 
interactions can be performed, at each step, between two sources 
of information. However, the precision of the visual information 
(and then the precision of the learned tuning) decreases from 
parietal to premotor and then to motor cortices. (2) The inte- 
gration of several matching operations is provided both by lat- 
eral and feedforward interactions; conversely, the cumulative 
effect of these feedforward and lateral interactions increases from 
parietal to premotor and motor cortices. (3) The information 
signaling for output motor actions is provided both by lateral 
interactions in premotor and motor areas and by corollary dis- 
charges from motor to parietal areas (Kalaska et al., 1983). Such 
a gradient architecture has the advantage of minimizing the 
‘X = 2 (3X*e,)e, = 2 (‘X,)e,, 
I , 
3X = i z (‘X*a,)a,. 
If we define the vector “X = “x, = (3/n)‘X*a,, j = 1, . . . , n and 
C the 3 x n matrix composed of the coefficients of the vectors 
of BI in the basis of BO, it is easy to show that 
‘X = C”X (because BO is a basis), (A3) 
“X = i’C3X (because Bl is uniformly (A4) 
distributed), 
C*‘C = ;I, (A5) 
0 
2 
“XO”X’ = i 3X.3X’ (from Eqs. A4 and A5). (4 
Appendix B 
I. Activation rules 
We have modeled the operations performed by a cortical col- 
umn in two steps, as shown in Figure 3 and described in Equa- 
tions Bl and B2: 
(1) Each layer division (2) of a given processing unit first 
integrates inputs (X;) sharing a common origin. The activity of 
each layer division (p) results from the combination of the 
distributed inputs weighted by specific coefficients (w;): 
1’ = 2 w,p = W’.X 
” (vectors in bold character). (B 1) 
(2) The output of the unit (A) depends upon the combination 
of two terms: the first term expresses the influence of each layer 
activity independently, with “layer” coefficients (Li), and the 
second one expresses the nonlinear interaction between two 
layers, with “interlayer” coefficients (Q”‘): 
IL = I*QI + L*I. 032) 
II. Learning rules 
Learning rules can change the three types of coefficients: 
(1) “Intralayer” coefficients will be tuned by learning around 
values that correspond to the most probable input within this 
layer when the global output of the unit is strongly active, with 
a time delay 7 corresponding to the external feedback loop be- 
tween the strong output and the reafferent input: 
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IV’; = Prob(X;(t + T) E E2I{A(l) E E2} n {l’(t + T) E E2}). 
033) 
(2) “Layer” coefficient will increase (to 1) ifthe corresponding 
input is alwuys related to a previous strong output (this con- 
dition can occur when the output activity is always effective in 
reactivating, through an external feedback loop, the input ar- 
riving to this layer): 
Lz = G[Prob(P(t + T) E E2/A(t) E E2)], 
where G[FVl = 2W - 1. (B4) 
(3) “Interlayer” coefficients between two inputs will be close 
to 1 if each input has a low probability to be related to a strong 
output (low “layer” coefficient) and iftheir conjunction is always 
related to a strong output: 
Qzjz’ = G[Prob(P(t + T) E E2/{A(t) E E2} n {F(t) E E2})]. 
(B4’) 
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